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 which Germany and German music used to derive
 from the export of such 'pioneers' :
 The German instrumentalist must become one of the
 most sought after and best-paid 'imported articles.'
 He should be the best and most capable. Likewise the
 German music-teacher.
 Our music-publishers' activities have ensured a wide
 diffusion of German music abroad. The State should
 do everything in its power to assist those publishers in
 resisting their competitors. German editions must
 always occupy the first place on the world's markets.
 In the same issue, Carl Sch6ffer describes the
 progress of German music and German music
 industries in South America from the 17th century
 onwards. He shows how wide and fertile a field that
 continent affords for propaganda both artistic and
 commercial.
 HANI)EL'S ' RODELINDA ' AT GOTTINGEN
 In the Zeitschrift fiir Musikwissenschaft (July),
 Rudolf Steglich discusses the conditions under which
 'Rodelinda' was produced last year at G6ttingen.
 Whilst admitting that it would have been impossible
 to give the work in its full original form, he thinks
 that it was a mistake to leave out certain Arias,
 thereby impairing the architecture and fine tonal
 balance of the whole. It would have been better to
 suppress the middle section and dr Capo of all Arias.
 AN UNPUBLISHED LETTER OF MOZART
 In the 1Bulletin de la SocieteJ/ Franfaise de
 3lusicologie (July) Charles Bouvet publishes a
 letter from Mozart to the Paris publisher, Sieber,
 offering him three Pianoforte Concertos and six String
 Quartets (the former being Kbchel's 413, 414, 415,
 and the latter K. 387, 421, 428, 458, 464, 465).
 The letter is dated Vienna, April 26, 1783.
 BERNARDO PASQUINI
 In the same issue, F. Boghen publishes a catalogue
 of B. Pasquini's works, and asks those who possess
 information on that composer to communicate with
 him (c/o G. Ricordi & Co., Milan).
 MODERN DEVELOPMENTS IN HARMONY
 In the Mlusikbidtter der Anbriuch (August)
 Hermann Grabner has some interesting things
 to say about the origin and functions of 'fourth-
 chords' and similar recent appearances. Dr.
 Dasatiel writes about the new applications which
 the polyphonic principle receives in contemporary
 music, showing how the results can be properly
 defined as 'homophonic polyphony,' viz., music
 polyphonically written, but with a view to a
 homophonic effect. Both authors refer to works by
 Dr. Ernest Kurth ('Linear Counterpoint' and
 'Romantic Harmony'), which appear to contain
 interesting views.
 VIENNA ANDi MUSIC
 The September issue of the same periodical is
 devoted to Vienna as a music-centre. Various
 articles describe the city's musical life, libraries and
 collections, church music, opera, and concerts. Most
 useful is Richard Specht's contribution, a survey of
 the younger Viennese composers' activities. He
 gives many names, and has something topical to
 say about all the composers mentioned-most of
 them unknown in this country.
 M.-D. CALVOCORESSI.
 MODESTY OR ARROGANCE?
 BY ALFRED KALISCH
 Those who read foreign criticism as well as that
 of our own country are often struck by a subtle
 difference between the mental outlook of our
 own writers and the others, which, consciously
 or unconsciously, affects their judgments. Perhaps
 it would be more accurate to say that it i-
 apparently unconscious with us, and conscious in the
 case of foreigners. A German, a Frenchman, or an
 Italian will let you know expressly or by implication
 that he is judging from the standpoint of his own
 country, and naturally wishes the reader to under-
 stand that the criterion, that he applies is the only
 one legitimate for him, and therefore the best
 possible. This tendency is more marked among
 Frenchmen than among critics of other countries.
 The Englishman, on the other hand, writes as if
 he were judging a new work or a new artist from a
 general standpoint outside the conflicting claims of
 nationality, and in this respect the American (unless
 he is simply 'stunting') is rather like the
 Englishman.
 It is difficult to say whether this is an instance of
 racial modesty or national conceit. Do we write in
 this way because we think we have no right to claim
 that we have a distinctive British standpoint, or is
 the implication that ours is the one and only right
 one-that we look on these things from a higher
 plane, whence wider horizons are open than to those
 who take their stand only on their own national
 ideas ?
 It is difficult to dogmatise ; naturally things vary
 with each individual. It is not unnatural, too, that
 men of the older generation should be more likely
 to take the first view, because it was so constantly
 dinned into their ears in their most impressionable
 years that this country was musically naught-a mere
 appanage of musical Germany. Then came the
 phases when we were supposed to be the vassals
 of Russia, or merely subservient to France and Italy
 and the Slavs. It is much easier for the younger
 men to rid themselves of such preoccupations and to
 think or say frankly that we are entitled to frame
 our judgments as Britons. This should not surprise
 u---it is rather an inevitable result of our growing
 national musical consciousness, and it is on the whole
 a thing to be welcomed, though it hurts our vanity to
 be called insular. It is at least open to argument
 that there can be no such thing as a universal inter-
 national standard of criticism in music, and that any
 attempt to set it up is running counter to human
 nature.
 This suggestion will perhaps come as a shock to
 those who talk glibly of music as a universal
 language, and think loosely about it. Dispassionate
 analysis will show that it is impossible for people of
 one nation to know exactly what the songs of another
 race can mean to it. Anybody of any nationality
 will of course see that 'God save the King' and the
 'Marseillaise' are magnificent tunes, but no English-
 man can really know all that the' Marseillaise' means
 to a Frenchman; no Frenchman can feel all that thrills
 the Englishman when he hears 'God save the King.'
 These are extreme and obvious examples, but the
 line of argument can be carried further. Take, for
 instance, the case of Sibelius' 'Finlandia.' The
 cultivated musical listener in London or New York
 can realise that it contains some stirring tunes, but
 we were all surprised when we heard that the piece
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 had been prohibited by the police because of the
 political passions it aroused. The classical instance
 of this kind of feeling is the riot caused by Berlioz's
 audacious treatment of the 'Rakoczy' March when it
 was heard in Hungary.
 After all, such things should not disturb a
 generation to which heredity and environment are
 commonplaces. A French audience must have
 been moulded by forces very different from those
 which have gone to make up the mentality of an
 English or a German crowd. The ordinary English
 music-lover, for example, cannot really know-from
 his own personal experiences-all the kinds of
 influences which went, for instance, to shape the
 artistic personality of a Debussy. We half-
 automatically take it for granted that French
 composers are trained in the same sort of way as are
 the English composers, whose art rests ultimately on
 a foundation of solid Church music, on the 'Songs
 without Words,' on 'The Messiah' and 'Elijah,' with
 classical Symphonies and Quartets on the top.
 (To digress for a moment. 'Elijah' and 'The
 Messiah'- as a very eminent foreigner once
 remarked-are excellent foundations; the only
 trouble is that so many people were accustomed to
 consider that the foundation was the whole
 structure.)
 The ordinary British musician will forget in
 judging of Debussy how much French music
 he must have played from his earliest childhood,
 how much of Massenet, Gounod, Saint-Sadns,
 and CUsar Franck he must have absorbed into
 himself before he reached years of discretion, at a
 time when, with the exception of ' Faust,' fhe music
 of all these composers conveyed mere names to
 most people of this side of the Channel. It is not
 so necessary to dwell on the cases of Italians and
 Germans, for it is easier for us to realise how their
 musical personalities were created. If we look at
 the picture from the other standpoint, it is clearly
 not possible for French or German judges to under-
 stand what Elgar means to us in this country, nor do
 foreign critics understand how it comes that the
 music of Sullivan's light operas has got such an
 extraordinary hold on the whole English-speaking
 world. The music of the Parry generation is a
 sealed book to them.
 It would be easy to multiply instances of this kind of
 inevitable differences in the very foundations on which
 musical judgment are built, and the full appre-
 ciation of these should show us how far it is true to
 talk of music as a universal language, and in what,
 degree it falls short of absolute universality. A com-
 parison with poetry may be a little help to the under-
 standing of the question, but naturally the analogy
 does not hold at all points. Critics of literature are
 driven by the very nature of their work to think
 deeply of the barriers which are erected between
 themselves and the great prose and poetry of other
 countries, however well they may be acquainted with
 languages other than their own.
 It would be better for the mental health of many
 musicians if they were to realise that in the fields of
 music too there are similar paths which lead nowhere,
 or end in a brick wall through which or over which
 we cannot see; in other words to realise that,
 whether consciously or not, if we are sincere with
 ourselves, we must confess that our outlook must
 be national. Let us not be timid about it. It is
 nothing to be ashamed of.
 THE PLACE OF MUSIC IN A LIBERAL
 EDUCATION
 SIR HENRY HADOW's ADDRESS TO THE BRITISH
 ASSOCIATION
 From the musician's point of view last month's
 meeting of the British Association was memorable,
 because for the first time music has been admitted
 to a place in the inner sanctum of the sciences.
 More than that, Sir Henry Hadow, who is as well
 known to musicians as to the learned world, was
 chosen to preside over the Educational Section, and
 chose as his subject: 'The Place of Music in a
 Liberal Education.' It was a singularly able piece
 of work most felicitously phrased and closely
 reasoned-but, as will be seen later, it was open to
 some criticisms.
 He began by deploring the neglect of music in the
 last century or so by the learned world, and quoted
 the Oxford Don who, when asked whether he knew
 the meaning of a simple technical term in music,
 answered, 'God forbid.' He quoted too, as typical,
 Byron's lines :
 'John Bull with ready hand
 Applauds the strains he cannot understand';
 John did not even realise there was anything to under-
 stand. Sir Henry pointed out how remarkable it was
 that works like 'The Cambridge History of Literature'
 omitted all reference to music, while Macaulay did
 not even mention Purcell. Macaulay did mention
 Burney and Hawkins, but made no reference to their
 musical work.
 His first reason for claiming a place for music in
 a liberal education was that it is in the true sense of
 the word a language. Secondly, 'it is as truly a
 form of mental discipline as any subject in science or
 mathematics.' , It is a 'peevish asceticism' which
 denies its educational value because its study is a
 source of enjoyment. It differs from a language
 because its laws are wholly its own laws and 'the
 impulse of its own spirit.' It has been said that
 poetry appeals to the intelligence and music to the
 emotions: if this were the whole truth Euclid would
 be the greatest of poets.
 It has a meaning : the difference between a melody
 of Beethoven and a 'beastly tune' is that the former
 has a noble meaning, the latter an ignoble meaning
 or none at all. If representatives of the other arts
 are disposed to adopt a superior attitude because of
 the popularity of bad music, let those who live in
 glass-houses not throw stones, and remember the
 huge sales of bad literature and the vogue of bad
 pictures.
 Sir Henry next criticised the defects of a lot of
 writing on music which, he said, is as much
 musical criticism as a grammatical treatise is literary
 criticism. This is not wholly the fault of the writers,
 for there is an inherent difficulty in putting into
 words the ideas on which music is based and which
 it suggests. Another sin committed against music
 is the sharp separation between music and the
 general history of civilisation. This led him to
 remind his hearers of the most brilliant period of
 English inusic, when 'Drake circumnavigated the
 world and Bacon circumnavigated the human mind,'
 and music was part of the education of an English
 gentleman. This was no isolated phenomenon-it
 was a natural outcome of the whole mental outlook
 of the nation. We are not so much superior to the
 Elizabethans that we can afford to neglect one of the
 things to which they devoted themselves. He
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